


VIBE LPE puts a responsive learning and performance engine in the hands of smart 
businesses looking to manage the learning and engagement of people.  

VIBE LPE is powered by Redwood Performance Group | redwoodperforms.com 



VIBE LPE adapts to 
your vision of what is 
right for your business.  
 
It can be one, some, or 
all of these platforms. 
 
redwoodperforms.com 

LEARNING: Assemble 
custom learning paths and 
manage and track learning 

SOCIAL: Share best practices 
and encourage and reinforce 
collaboration and engagement 

INFORMATION: Facilitate 
awareness and compliance to 
regulations, processes and 
policies 

REVENUE: Host, push and 
support content to your 
own clients 



Learning: assemble custom 
learning paths and manage and 
track learning 
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Our work with this leader in performance improvement 
methodologies and tools focused on giving them the 
capability to push training to the thousands of users in 
their client organizations. We built a series of modular 
components that can be assembled in customized 
learning paths for administrators, teams, managers, and 
customer-facing employees. The program is managed by 
the client and hosted and supported on a customized 
VIBE LPE with robust tracking and reporting features. 



Social: share best practices and 
encourage and reinforce 
collaboration and engagement 
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Our work with this hospitality industry client won a CSTD 
Wow! Award for eLearning excellence. They needed a 
way to build, implement, and sustain a global 
collaborative mindset in their people. We designed and 
built a collaborative social platform so they could 
problem solve challenges, share best practices and 
demonstrate leadership around the world. 

 



Information: facilitate awareness 
and compliance to regulations, 
processes and policies 
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Our work with this large food retailer required us to 
develop innovative ways to push out learning using a 
responsive design strategy facilitated by an agile 
learning management system. We used the Adapt 
Framework to construct a total learning program of over 
75 modules and set of reference materials available in 
customized learning paths for leaders, supervisors and 
front-line employees. The program has robust reporting 
features and is hosted and supported on our own 
learning and performance engine—VIBE LPE. 

 

 



Revenue: host, push and support 
content to your own clients 
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Our work with this health and safety client involved 
focusing on an online strategy facilitated by a learning 
management system. We turned their proven first aid 
approach into a WSIB Ontario certified 26-module online 
course (text, visuals, audio, instructional videos) hosted 
in customized learning paths on VIBE LPE.  We set up 
the site as a client-driven revenue engine with robust 
reporting features and continue to host and provide 
support. 
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> Centralizes your learning

>  Simple to administer

>  SCORM-ready

>  Enables responsive design



> Assessments & Quizzes

>  Robust data and reporting

> Custom reporting available

VIBE LPE works seamlessly with all the 
authoring tools and with custom html builds. 

>  Intuitive dashboard

> Brief learning curve

>  24/7 learner access

>  Leverages your technologies

> Branded to your business

> Messaging and notifications



VIBE LPE was designed by people who actually 
know learning and performance systems and 
then built by expert developers from Redwood 
Performance Group. These are also the people 
supporting the system so you’re in good hands. 
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Redwood Performance Group plans and innovates with you to address your 
biggest performance and engagement challenges. 

> Award-winning content for learning that sticks 
> High impact consulting for informed decision making 
>  Strategic communications for employee engagement 
>  People analytics for measuring performance ROI 



Intrigued with VIBE LPE? 
 
Lydia Sani, Managing Partner 
Redwood Performance Group 
 
m 416 464 4886 o 416 598 1200 x106 
lydia.sani@redwoodperforms.com 
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